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Key Concepts 

5.1 - Industrialization and Global Capitalism 

5.2 - Imperialism and Nation-State Formation 

5.3 - Nationalism, Revolution, & Reform 

5.4 - Global Migration 

Where is _______? 
 

 
 

Label 

Empires USA/Russia/Tokugawa Japan/British/French/German/Dutch/ 
Ottoman/Belgian/Qing/Egypt/Haiti/Gran Columbia 

States on the Edge of Empires  Siam/Cherokee Nation/Zulu Kingdom 
Migrant Enclaves Chinese in SE Asia, Caribbean, SA, & NA/Indians in E & S Africa, Caribbean, and SE 

Export of Single Natural 
Resources Cotton/Rubber/Sugar/Wheat /Metals & minerals 

Temporary or Seasonal Migrants Japanese ag. workers in the Pacific/Lebanese merchants in the Americas/Italians in Argentina 

Thematic Questions 
1. How did new advances change the relationship between humans and the environment? How did humans work to 

modify the environment to better suit their needs? What were the short- and long-term impacts of these changes? 

2. What are changes/conts we can see in how Imperial powers carried out their spreading of culture? Justified their 
supremacy? Impacts we see on colonial culture?  

3. How did industrializing powers go about establishing transoceanic empires – what strategies were used? What 
justifications? How did nationalism play a role in state expansion? What else did this rise in nationalism lead to? 
Comp/contrast the ways in which different nations went about ruling over their new colonial possessions. Why did 
some empires contract during this time while others expanded? Comp/contrast. 

4. How did the Industrial Revolution(s) change the way in which economies were structured? Why & how did the IR 
start where it started? How did financiers developed and expanded various financial institutions – what changes do 
we see from previous eras here? How did development & spread of global capitalism lead to varying responses? 

5. How did social structures change in this time period? Who did these changes benefit? Who was left out of these 
changes? Comp/contrast the reasons for where these social changes took place/didn’t take place.


